
Reimagining the Traditional  
In-Store Customer Experience



Digital transformation in retail:  
From ideation to implementation  

Making the case for digital 
transformation 

•   How innovative retail technologies 
can help address your challenges

Use cases for retail technology

•   Offering touch-free access to goods and services     

•   Connecting computer vision technologies to everyday 
business challenges 

•   Providing video teller services via self-service kiosks 

•   Accessing in-branch expertise in an age of digital 
convenience

•   Delivering a ticket uplift while boosting the customer 
experience 

•   Implementing voice-powered ordering with Mastercard

Connecting the ecosystem

•   Find out how Intel works with 
an ecosystem of digital kiosk 
solution providers to help system 
integrators (SIs) offer compelling 
retail solutions  

•   Get an overview of Intel’s 
comprehensive computer vision 
portfolio

•   Learn more about the power and 
potential of artificial intelligence 
(AI)-powered voice commands

Across banking, retail and hospitality the economic 
disruption that began in early 2020 has challenged many 
of the traditional experiences that make interacting in-
store appealing. Retailers face new expectations from 
their customers, who want a safe yet interactive in-store 
experience capable of competing with the very best of what 
they can get online. Changing habits could soon become 
long-term trends. Buy online, pick up in store grew 28 
percent year-over-year in February 2020, with 56 percent of 
US consumers saying they plan to continue shopping that 
way after the pandemic, according to consultancy McKinsey1.

Some businesses are further along their digital 
transformation journeys. When economic disruptions hit, 
these companies were better able to pivot to new and safer 
ways of interacting with customers. 

Others may understand the benefits of digitally transforming 
the retail store, but take a pause when it comes to 
implementation. Why? Concerns include convincing finance 
and executive stakeholders that a return on investment (ROI) 
can be achieved, the security of customer data, and practical 
questions around implementation in store environments. 

This guide is designed to help retail businesses like yours 
overcome obstacles to success, by highlighting real-world 
success stories that demonstrate the results that are possible 
with a well-planned implementation.  
 
Select an option below to get started. 
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Making the case for digital transformation

SIs are in a unique position to help retail businesses like yours understand how a digital 
transformation strategy can help address their top challenges, which include:

1.   Public safety: Businesses are operating within new expectations for safety that must be 
continuously monitored, managed and updated at short notice. 

2.   Holistic integration: How to connect data and customer insights from a range of sources and 
aggregate to ensure every data point is collected. 

3.   360 perspective: Understanding what staff and skills are needed, and when. Over time this can 
have a significant impact on the bottom line.

4.   Real-time and actionable insights: Quick feedback can help build actionable insights – for 
example, quick service restaurant (QSRs) can understand the most popular food options on 
their menu that day or a bank can learn which of its account or service options are performing 
best. They’re then able to make adjustments as required. 

5.   Adding lasting value: Retail businesses want to ensure they’re deploying solutions that can 
easily integrate into existing environments, and be repurposed for changing use cases over time.
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Use cases for retail technology 

Offering touch-free access to goods and services  

A Canadian SI has developed an intelligent vending kiosk platform that can provide users 
with a number of touch-free goods and services. 

With AI and computer vision at the edge – and processing capabilities enabled by Intel® 
technology –near real-time analytics can be used to deliver customized messages to users. 
Data can then also be stored in the cloud to help build opportunities to deploy predictive 
analytics. 

The kiosk offers opportunities for brands and advertisers in sectors such as retail. The 
solution is, for example, well suited to small businesses, as it can be configured to support 
the products of multiple brands at once. 

Across a range of use cases, the kiosk is designed to be managed remotely, helping to 
reduce downtime and repair call-outs.

Find out more

In the introductory section, it was noted that some retailers are further along their digital 
transformation journeys than others. This section is designed to help you identify and 
scope potential use cases for transformative technologies within their organizations. 

Read and discuss these success stories within your organization and with your SI to 
discover what could be possible in your environment.

•  Offering touch-free access to goods and services

•  Connecting computer vision technologies to everyday business challenges

•  Providing video teller services via self-service kiosks

•  Accessing in-branch expertise in an age of digital convenience

•  Delivering a ticket uplift while boosting the customer experience

•  Implementing voice-powered ordering with Mastercard

•  Delivering anytime, anywhere banking in Singapore 

https://www.insight.tech/cities/case-study-a-smart-city-innovates-with-smart-kiosks#main-content
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Connecting computer vision technologies to everyday  
business challenges   

Mops and a coach of hungry tourists may not seem like the most obvious starting 
points for innovative computer vision solutions, but both provided inspiration for 
Wachter, a solutions integrator, and its customers.

As a result of slip-and-fall incidents, one global restaurant chain found it was averaging 
four complaints per store, per year. By installing an IoT sensor in the brush of its ‘smart 
mop’ solution, maintenance information can be recorded in near real-time. Data on 
local weather and events that might drive more traffic in-store can also be integrated 
to generate a dynamic cleaning schedule. When incidents are reported, the company is 
now able to run reports to check if facilities were cleaned on schedule.

For a fast-food client, Wachter built a solution to help address the challenge of food 
waste. Smart fryers were connected to perimeter cameras to detect and analyze 
vehicles arriving at the restaurant. If a large vehicle such as a bus arrives, the fryers 
know to automatically add additional food into the fryers. This makes it possible to 
deliver fresh food to customers – even if they arrive unexpectedly. 

Wachter believes that including Intel® technology in its solutions helps demonstrate 
its capabilities to customers and build its network of solution providers. This helps the 
company identify quicker routes to market for customers. 

Read more

Providing video teller services via self-service kiosks  

Most consumers might assume that banking 
kiosks are almost always simple automated 
teller machines (ATMs), designed for cash 
withdrawals and not much else. One leading 
multinational bank, based in Singapore, 
has set out to change that. It has deployed 
a solution which provides round-the-clock 
banking services to customers, including 
virtual teller assistance via live video 
streaming (see Figure 2). 

Within the privacy of soundproof booths, 
customers can arrange replacement debit 
cards, check their balance, request statements 
and make bill payments. Customers are still 
required to have valid ID, such as an identity 
card or passport, or their ATM card for authentication. For more complex transactions,  
the kiosk will send a secure code to the user’s cellular phone for additional authentication. 

Customers can access the kiosks at nine locations in Singapore, from 8.30am until midnight.

Performing often-complex banking transactions at near real-time speeds requires 

consistent and reliable processing power. 

Read the full case study

Figure 1. A customer engaging with 
virtual teller live via video, streaming 
using a self-service kiosk.

https://www.insight.tech/retail/surprising-ways-iot-transforms-retail
https://www.dbs.com/newsroom/DBS_POSB_launches_Singapores_first_video_teller_machines_across_nine_locations
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Accessing in-branch expertise in an age of digital convenience   

Banks are asking themselves an existential 
question: How can we justify keeping 90,000 
branches open to support the less than 50 
percent of our customers who still regularly 
visit them? Add to that the cost of staffing 
underutilized branches with experts and the 
reality that most banks only open during 
office hours, and the case for traditional 
banking hubs looks bleak.

In response to this market challenge full-
service kiosk provider Zivelo, a Verifone Company, has developed its Virtual Banking 
Expert solution (see Figure 1). 

This kiosk solution contains a video feed and specialized workstation touchscreen that 
allows customers to more privately and securely interact with an expert at almost any 
time of day. Customers can then engage with banking experts outside of conventional 
office hours. 

By combining the value of a face-to-face human interaction with the convenience and 
scalability of digital solutions, kiosks can help banks reimagine the experience they 
offer to suit the busy, 24/7 lives of their customers.

Read the full case study

Delivering anytime, anywhere banking in Singapore   

To offer customers greater convenience while also improving service delivery in Singapore, 
EPSYS, a system integrator, developed a Virtual Teller Machine (VTM) solution. 

Unlike a traditional self-service machine in a bank, which just allows for cash withdrawals,  
a VTM offers the services of a teller anytime, in a range of locations such as a shopping  
mall or airport. Over 96 percent of counter services are available on VTM2. Through the 
kiosk customers can open accounts and complete other services that would previously  
have required an in-person appointment. 

More than 60 VTMs have been deployed across Singapore, with positive feedback from 
customers of all ages. EPSYS say that many of the customers using its kiosks are over the 
age of 55. This age group is disproportionately likely to go into the bank to manage their 
finances, so being able to offer a range of services to them through the kiosk is critical to 
the initiative’s success.  

Find out more 

Figure 2. Zivelo’s Virtual Banking 
Expert solution in action.

https://zivelo.com/blog-bridge-the-gap-between-digital-convenience-in-branch-interactions/
https://www.epsys.my/virtual-teller-machine
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Delivering ticket uplift while boosting the customer experience 

Zivelo worked with one QSR in Texas to install self-order kiosks at a pilot store.  
The kiosks were designed to provide users with a range of customizable menu  
options, while still allowing them to order food in less than a minute. 

The results speak for themselves. The QSR enjoyed a 50 percent ticket lift on orders 
placed at kiosks compared to the counters3. Having also previously struggled to 
provide a consistent customer experience, since implementing kiosks across a range 
of locations, average orders have increased 35-40 percent while customer satisfaction 
ratings have soared4.

The chain was also able to reassign employees to high-value customer service 
functions such as greeting guests and delivering food, without any impact on  
hours worked.

Read the full case study

Implementing voice-powered ordering with Mastercard   

A whopping 70 percent of QSR transactions are processed by drive-thru outlets5.  
Despite this, in many QSRs the customer experience is heavily reliant on traditional in-
person ordering. 

Mastercard and Zivelo are striving to transform that experience with a first-of-its-kind AI-
powered voice ordering assistant with an integrated dynamic menu display. A proprietary  
AI solution developed by Mastercard will update the on-screen menu, either based on  
the customer’s inputs, or using external factors such as weather, time of day, seasonality 
and location. 

The voice ordering system can be updated for the needs of each merchant, and combines 
Zivelo’s software operating expertise with Mastercard’s off-the-shelf AI solution. Together, 
this helps merchants reduce time to market, so they’re able to focus on return on 
investment (ROI). 

 
Read the full case study

https://zivelo.com/case-study-client-d-experiences-up-to-50-ticket-lift-and-improved-customer-experience/
https://zivelo.com/news-mastercard-and-zivelo-leverage-artificial-intelligence-to-revamp-the-ordering-experience-at-quick-service-restaurants/
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Connecting the ecosystem

Intel works with an ecosystem of retail solution providers to help 
SIs offer kiosks that are:

•   Scalable: With Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ and Intel® 
Vision Accelerator products, new features can be easily added, 
making kiosks a sustainable investment.

•   Reliable: With Intel vPro® platforms, kiosks can be seen, set, 
managed and recovered to ensure they perform their essential 
function.

•   Engaging: Touch, voice and gesture control are all possible 
with Intel® technology. 

 
Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ 
The Intel Distribution of OpenVINO toolkit is an important 
component of Intel’s AI portfolio, enhancing vision system 
capabilities and performance when deployed on deep learning 
acceleration silicon. With this toolkit, along with an array of 
acceleration hardware, businesses can take advantage of near-
real time insights right at the point of data capture so that they 
have the power to make better decisions, faster.

For developers, the toolkit supports the seamless integration 
of pre-trained models into their applications using industry-
standard AI frameworks and standard or custom layers. It’s 
then possible to deploy these across the continuum of Intel® 
technology-based product lines – from camera to cloud6. 

Find out more

Intel® Vision Accelerator Design Products 
As demand for inference acceleration grows, Intel Vision 
Accelerator Design Products offer companies the performance 
and power that they need for their chosen use case. Thanks 
to a common software framework, the OpenVINO toolkit 
allows developers to rapidly optimize and deploy deep neural 
network workloads to target any Intel Vision Accelerator Design. 
Ultimately, this will help speed time to market for a broad range 
of AI and computer vision applications and solutions.

Find out more 

 
Intel vPro® Technology 
The Intel vPro® platform is composed of hardware and 
technologies that form the building blocks for business 
computing. System manufacturers use these building blocks and 
contribute computing expertise to deliver computing appliances 
– like kiosks – that are optimized for the modern workplace. 

https://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/public/us/en/documents/product-briefs/vision-products-open-vino-product-brief.pdf
https://www.intel.co.uk/content/www/uk/en/homepage.html


1  https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Industries/Retail/Our%20Insights/Perspectives%20on%20retail%20and%20consumer%20goods%20Number%208/Perspectives-on-Retail-and-Consumer-Goods_Issue-8.pdf
2  https://www.epsys.my/virtual-teller-machine 
3  https://zivelo.com/case-study-client-d-experiences-up-to-50-ticket-lift-and-improved-customer-experience/
4  https://zivelo.com/case-study-client-d-experiences-up-to-50-ticket-lift-and-improved-customer-experience/
5 https://zivelo.com/news-mastercard-and-zivelo-leverage-artificial-intelligence-to-revamp-the-ordering-experience-at-quick-service-restaurants/
6 https://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/public/us/en/documents/product-briefs/vision-products-open-vino-product-brief.pdfIntel does not control or audit third-party data.  You should consult other sources to evaluate accuracy.
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Every retail transformation journey is unique. But there are some 
common starting points to consider:

•   Got a use case in mind? Talk to your SI about a solution with Intel 
technology built-in, and how this can help bring your vision of a 
digitally transformed retail store to life. 

•   Still unsure where to start? Find out more about how the latest 
solutions are empowering other retailers to deliver more engaging 
experiences. Learn more.

Next Steps

https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Industries/Retail/Our%20Insights/Perspectives%20on%20retail%20and%20consumer%20goods%20Number%208/Perspectives-on-Retail-and-Consumer-Goods_Issue-8.pdf
https://www.epsys.my/virtual-teller-machine
https://zivelo.com/case-study-client-d-experiences-up-to-50-ticket-lift-and-improved-customer-experience/
https://zivelo.com/case-study-client-d-experiences-up-to-50-ticket-lift-and-improved-customer-experience/
https://zivelo.com/news-mastercard-and-zivelo-leverage-artificial-intelligence-to-revamp-the-ordering-experience-at-quick-service-restaurants/
https://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/public/us/en/documents/product-briefs/vision-products-open-vino-product-brief.pdf
https://www.intel.com/content/www/uk/en/retail/overview.html

